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Discover hidden treasures
in southwest Hubei
By Helen Pan & Sunny Nie

In December, 2018, we participated in a tourism activity, "40 Years of the
Reform and Opening up · New Tourism in Hubei," organized by the Cultural
Tourism Research Institute of Changjiang Daily. Together with two foreign
photographers and a media delegation, we visited some of the scenic spots in
Enshi and Yichang in southwest Hubei.

Baren River Scenic Area in Enshi

Enshi

Mighty mountains and serene rivers

Shennong Stream
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Stop 1: Shennong Stream

Shennong Stream is a
tributary of the Yangtze River in
the vicinity of Badong's county
seat, Xinling. The beautiful
emerald green water and the
steep cliffs along both sides of
the stream took everyone's
breath away. Our local guide
pointed out three hanging
coffins — an ancient funeral
custom of the Tujia people —
placed between the fissures in
the mountains along the stream.
It is believed that these coffins
are over 2,000 years old and
that they were placed high up
on cliffs by the ancestors of the
Tujia people to keep them away
from wild life.
Stop 2: Shimen River Scenic Spot

Upon entering the Shimen
River Scenic Spot, there was a
thrilling glass bridge 200 meters
above the valley floor. We then
walked for one hour along a

Shimen River Scenic Area

plank road that meandered
among the cliffs. It was pleasant
to enjoy the surrounding
greenery and the bubbling
crystal river flowing below. After
that, we went by cable car to
the top of Huangheqiaofenglin,
which is renowned for its
magnificent mountains and cliffs.
Everyone felt excited to get a
panoramic view of the flowing
Qingjiang River, the mother
river of Enshi.
Our journey wrapped up at
the Wangjiazhai Xinyi Village
Hotel, a unique hotel that is
nestled against the cliffs. The
hotel features Tujia and Miao
style decorations. Red lanterns
were waiting for us at the hotel
when we arrived. "It is really
beautiful," exclaimed Denis Kim,
one of the members of our tour
group. The next morning, we
were fortunate to witness the
preparation of ciba, a type of
sticky rice cake.

Yichang

Perfect integration of natural landscapes and culture

A tour guide in Tribe of the Three
Gorges
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Stop 1: Taiqing Cave

Taiqing Cave is said to be
one of the birthplaces of Taoist
culture. The stalactites of various
sizes and shapes are more than
one million years old. They
continue to slowly grow. The
highlight was an 88-meter-high
stone statue of Laozi. Four other
statues that act as his guards
stand beside him: an azure
dragon, a black tortoise, a white
tiger, and a vermilion bird. The
dim light and the mist rising from
the underground waters, made the
cave look like a mysterious
wonderland.
Stop 2: Tribe of the Three Gorges

Intangible cultural heritage and
tourism integrate perfectly with the
Tribe of the Three Gorges. We
experienced the local life there:
the unique Bashan Dance of the
Tujia nationality and folk songs. A
foreign photographer, Shariful
Islam from Bangladesh,

The Taiqing Cave

experienced firsthand the
traditional local wedding
ceremony. Dressed in the
bridegroom's suit and following
the instructions of the host,
Shariful vividly experienced the
"crying marriage" custom (where
the bride cries before her
wedding, upset because she is
leaving her parents).
Stop 3: Qinggangling Ecological Tea
Garden

Qinggangling Ecological Tea
Garden in Wufeng County,
Yichang integrates tea planting
and tourism. The sprawling natural
green tea garden was animated
with colorful flying butterflies and
busy bees. We came to the green
tea garden to pick tea leaves,
sample various teas, and watch
performances. The Hubei Tea
Museum is also located in Wufeng
County. As the first tea museum
in Hubei, it displays the history of
the Hubei tea culture.

